MINUTES OF MEETING
TURTLE RUN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
A regular meeting of the Board  of  Supervisors of  the Turtle Run Community Development District was held on Monday, February 11, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. at the offices
of Governmental Management Services, 5385 N. Nob Hill Road, Sunrise, Florida 33351.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Chris Kapish Lance Morgan Skip Carney Zaida Karnegis
Chairman
Vice Chairman Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary
Also present were:
District Manager District Counsel Keith & Schnars M & R Consulting
Dennis Baldis Vanessa Steinerts Bob Zuccaro Marc Jaro
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Moment of Silence
Mr. Kapish called the meeting to order and Mr. Baldis called the roll.
A moment of silence was held.
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Kapish led the pledge of allegiance.
Pledge of Allegiance
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
Good News
Mr. Kapish: Skip do you have any good news? Mr. Carney: It is all good thank you.
Mr. Kapish:  Zaida?
Ms. Karnegis:  Everything is good.
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Mr. Kapish:  Lance do you have anything? Mr. Morgan: No, nothing.
Mr. Kapish: We will move onto public comment.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Public Comment
Mr. Kapish: There is no public here tonight so we will move on from. that. We have Marc Jaro here tonight, our camera consultant. He has been doing some work and he is going to update on so far what he has found and where we are at.
Mr. Jaro: Thank you. I went ahead and reached out to a few different vendors but one of the vendors, Innuvo which is local here to Fort Lauderdale, they brought in their Sony rep. They partnered with Sony and the other vendors all basically said give me the site information and I will send you a quote. I am. still working on those vendors and going to get those quotes. That is probably a few weeks away. I just wanted to show you this is professional grade equipment. These camera bodies are a little bit bigger we would be going with domes that I would be recommending, but the domes of course are a little
bit bigger as well because they have a 30,000 millimeter chip. If you all watch Big Brother
you may see some Sony cameras.
Sony is not something I can buy as a dealer or
distributor, they only partner with certain types of vendors. This is definitely going to be a little bit on the higher side but I want to show you what the cameras can do. If you look here on the video this is the same picture at night but it looks like day.  You can see with a regular camera or even similar to what we have here today, it is low light. If these lights go out or any streetlights go out, it is going to look worse. Here this lights to darkness. The more lights that go out the brighter this gets. There is no infrared illuminator. There is less parts to break your current cameras today have a camera, a body and another pole. There are infrared illuminators because those cameras have IR. This camera doesn't need IR. I just wanted to show you this difference. This is also a similar camera 1080p which is 2 megapixels so during the street at night while you are walking this would be looking out on the street. A regular camera would not see very well just to show you the
difference.
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Mr. Kapish:  Marc is the other picture and this one, this picture here, is that our cameras?
Mr. Jaro: No this is just a regular camera seeing what a normal camera would see. You don't have any cameras facing that way. I just wanted to show you some of the differences. This also is looking at the difference between 1080p and 4K. 4K as you know there is more detail. You are able to zoom in with 4K, you would be able to visually zoom in across the street. Here you would still be able to visually zoom in but you won't get that much further. It all depends on what type of picture you want to get and what kind of detail that you want. These are both the Sony camera but just two different models. I wanted to show you one of the other videos that we have. This video is made from the Sony rep. This is a video that they took with the 4K camera on a tripod at the same level as your current camera.
Mr. Morgan:   They went out and put a tripod up there at the same height? Mr. Jara: Yes.
Mr. Morgan:  Can you stop that and zoom in on those guys?
Mr. Jara: I can't zoom in.  This is a video.   You can see how dark the park and the parking lot is.
Mr. Carney: What time of the day as this?
Mr. Jara: This was 7:30 at night when the sun went down.	You can definitely see the colors.  You can see the vendor's car parked there.
Mr. Morgan: Is that you there? Mr. Jara:  That is me.
Mr. Morgan:  How do you stop it and zoom in if you want to identify somebody?
Mr. Jaro: On regular video you can. This is just a demo video of that. This is us zooming in as you see if you were to zoom in the detail that you see.
Mr. Morgan: Is that a car just sitting out there?
Mr. Jaro: No that is the vendor's car. We parked in the parking lot as you can see
my truck over there.  You can get different views, it all depends but with the one camera
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with the wide view you are going to get everything you see and then you can digitally zoom in.
Mr. Morgan: The yellow mustang that went through, you can stop and pull up a tag on that with these cameras?
Mr. Jaro: Not necessarily because of the angle. I just wanted to show you this picture. This is a pretty new picture. This is completely dark. You know you have no lights over there. This is the camera looking and we were able to zoom in to this house over there. You can see the outside of the house. You would be able to see somebody walk in and out but just to show you the low lighting that this is your equipment and it is dark and you see the grass over there. The quality of this camera is a little bit different then another camera. That is that one video. I just want to show you one more. You can just have a general idea of the differences that are out there.
Mr. Zuccaro: That quality looks clearer than your naked eye. Itis amazing.
Mr. Jaro: You can buy a camera and get the same picture during the day but it is really at night that the cameras come in. This was taken with a 2 mega pixel camera looking down the sidewalk. They can't put this in the presentation because this is under public view and this person didn't sign a release. She was just walking by. As you see the quality of the low light camera and you see how the lights don't affect, there is no glow, well there is glow but it is not affecting the image of the picture. Overall these are the pictures that you can look at. I can ask them for some digital zoom pictures Lance so that they can see that but once again this is a higher quality camera. In order to get this and I was speaking to Dennis and Skip earlier, you would need three cameras of a regular quality, one to do overview and one to zoom in and one to have a night camera in order to get this type of picture over there. The vendor has told me with their testing and with this live demo that having the single camera will 'satisfy your need with looking at low light. That was the main complaint right, to get license plates that is a different type of camera. This is more an overall and detail camera.
Mr. Morgan:  The Mustang you possibly could.
Mr. Jaro: It is possible depending if they are at the right angle.
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Mr. Kapish: Which camera are they suggesting, the 4K one or the other one?
Mr. Jaro: What they are suggesting to stay within the right price point is the 4K camera for the overall picture and then the 2 megapixel 1080p for the side views and overall views. It would still be a dome camera like that.
Mr. Kapish:  Can we see the 1080p and the 4K? Mr. Jaro:  Sure.
Mr. Morgan:  What is the price difference?
Mr. Jaro: The 1080p is more like a regular camera. It is probably between $800 and $1,000. The 4K is more than that. It could be $1,500 or $2,000. We are working with a vendor right now to get those prices.
Mr. Baldis:  You said you couldn't purchase Sony cameras.
Mr. Jaro: Me myself but Innuvo does, the vendor that I am bringing in. Mr. Baldis: Ok What other camera companies other than Sony make 4K? Mr. Jaro: Everybody makes 4K but no one makes a low light for 4K.
Mr. Baldis: Nobody?
Mr. Jaro: Not this type of camera that has the specs on this. Hikvision doesn't, Dala doesn't, and Samsung doesn't. This is definitely the next level up. I am not going to say it is the Lexus or Mercedes. Sony does have some regular cameras but they don't sell the $200 camera. They specifically sell industry related verticals specific application cameras.
Mr. Baldis: I just thought other people, why they wouldn't be making it too.
Mr. Jaro: Everybody makes a 4K camera but it is the sensor, it is the chip where Sony might not license their chip to other vendors. Sony makes the chip in most of these other cameras.
Mr. Baldis: What does the chip do?
Mr. Jaro: The chip is the imager. The chip takes the light in that and converts the image that they see in the digital. I just want to go through the other presentation really quick   It just has a few more specs.  The camera here, what we are looking at is the
sensitivity. A lot of the cameras that are out there are .01. These cameras are .004 or .0006.
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They are able to have a larger type of imager. It allows you to get color images. You don’t have to worry about the specs too much but the whole benefit is that it does also do analytics that if you were to draw a line or track somebody these cameras have on board all the analytics that you see on all the TV shows and all the high-end government type agencies. It is capable within the camera. We are not going to use them here. The main thing that we are using these cameras for is for the low light and also to look at the imaging. One thing is looking at the image what is this going to see. That is this whole area over here at this focal point. That is the image that you can actually do a digital zoom this whole area to get a clear picture.
Mr. Morgan: So we have one set up on the other side.
Mr. Jaro: Right. This is just for fun they did it. This is like I said the same camera just shooting into the lake just to show you with the littlest bit of light what it sees. That is what you would see with the naked eye. You can't see anything, it is dark over there. This is what this camera sees.
Mr. Morgan: And you can zoom in on that?
Mr. Jaro: Right you can digitally zoom in on that. They are also talking about license plate type capture over here. As you see this will give you this at 187 feet away. You could potentially see a license plate but it would only be in this area over here of a car passing through. You would have to set up a license capture here, there or capture them as they feed into here.
Mr. Kapish: Marc you could still capture that license plate from that pole location? Mr. Jaro: Right you could just move this in one direction. This camera would be zoomed in and specifically focused in here. The focal length is different. Itis not as wide as covering this whole area here.	Like anything else you are doing something with a camera where most license plate cameras are closer to the road. This system that would be proposed would be a 16 channel system so that as you need to add cameras later if you do decide you want to put a camera on this side of the pole you can do it. Itis going
to be limited with that.  The whole point here, this is that picture of zooming in. That is
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basically it would have to be a little lower on the pole but you would be able to capture certain vehicles as they turn into there for license plates.
Mr. Morgan: Is that picture on max zoom?
Mr. Jaro: It is not max but it is zoomed in. Remember that it is the same spot that we took all the pictures from which is in that grassy area where the pole is. Basically, we are zooming right up to the crosswalk.
Mr. Morgan: If there was somebody in that crosswalk coming towards the camera we could zoom in on his face?
Mr. Jaro: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: It would be identifiable? Mr. Jaro: Absolutely.
Mr. Baldis: So, this is the only camera, low light camera on the market? When we were talking before you said these could be up to $5,000 apiece. You didn't know what the price was. I am struggling with there is only one camera on the market.
Mr. Jaro: There may be a few manufacturers but Innuvo has been in business for over 20 years and they know the hardware that is out there. That is why they work with Sony and they work with other vendors but can I buy a similar camera that is not going to be .0006 it may be .05.
Mr. Baldis: Let me ask you this then. What is the highest level or the lowest level that I can zoom in and see someone's face, does it have to be .0003?
Mr. Jaro: That has nothing to do with the digital zoom in, but the 4K or the 1080p is the amount of pixels you have. The higher the pixels the more you can zoom in. The low light, the .00 is what we can see at night. Right now the issue is you have more light there but if the light goes out or the fountain goes dark at night so you are not going to have that light there, other cameras will go black and white. That is the whole point here. We are trying to keep everything in color so that you can identify the type of clothes or if someone is wearing white socks, black socks, or a blue shirt. That is the whole difference. If we go black and white you lose everything.  That is why we are only
focusing on a higher quality camera that will not go black and white at night specifically
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for that. This is kind of the higher end that meets specification that we want to see what is there. I want to see also some of the other vendors what they can do but it may be two cameras to do something similar to what one camera does. One camera would be wide and one camera would be zoomed in. Also with some of the other vendors they can't guarantee and I am not saying this vendor will that their cameras won't go black and white at night. That is some of the options. Any questions? I know this a very technical meeting but that is why I wanted to show you something of the diff erences of what is out there.
Mr. Kapish: What did you mean by that they can't guarantee it won't go black and white?
Mr. Jaro: Well the Sony camera does not have any IR's. It is always going to see what is there. It is only going to be in color. It is not going to go black and white. It is going to be almost pitch black and you saw the picture of the lake where there is hardly any light. Just the light over the fountain and it looks like daytime. Where the other vendors, their cameras would go black and white because the IR's would go on. The cameras that you have there now don't have any IR's so if there is no light they are black. They are dark. I am sure that you have seen some images that are very dark.
Mr. Kapish: Well if it is black and white it is not helpful.
Mr. Jaro: Right. Part of the goal from what I am doing for this group or your Board is to look at vendors that have the capabilities and the cameras that match up that won't go black & white at night that have the low light. Some will say as long as these lights are on, we are not going to go black and white. Let's say if the light goes out it is going to go black and white and that defeats the purpose of why we were putting better cameras there.
Mr. Morgan: We can hook all this up to individual  Pad's.
Mr. Jaro: Right. The other thing that this vendor is recommending, is you don't need to do what you have today.  You don't have to pay $400 a month or whatever your
monthly outcome is.  You are going to have full access to the data.  Everything in that
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equipment box is enough to put a B-feeder or server.  It is not something that is water resistant but the server will be able to handle that environment.
Mr. Morgan: So there is no monthly fee at all?
Mr. Jaro: Not unless you have a maintenance contract. Mr. Morgan: What do we pay now Dennis?
Mr. Baldis: Itis $400.
Mr. Morgan:  That is $5,000 a year.
Mr. Baldis: It is worth it to do this. The worst thing just for instance, I just got a request from the city of Coral Springs for a video from a certain time. That was two days ago. I haven't gotten it yet. They wanted to see something at a certain time. I am at their mercy, where if we can do it, you just go in and take care of it right away.
Mr. Jaro: And if you wanted to be nice you could give them access with a read only user password and say here pull your video yourself, if you wanted to. You don't have to but you can do that. All of this you will have access just like you have your own system Chris. You would have the same access. You would be able to pull the video, look what you have to see and be able to check things out on your own but if there is a large request like that you could employ which ever vendor you go with to say hey, I need an hour of the video, can you download this for me. They can do that too. Then you can have a smaller maintenance contract just for the daily checks. Since you have internet there this system can send out a daily email to say hey, I am here, I am up but you still need to do a weekly check.
Mr. Baldis: I can go if a police officer wanted to review it, I could sit there with him and show him. Then if he wanted something yank it off.
Mr. Jaro: Right.
Mr. Baldis: That is the big benefit to me not relying on someone else. Mr. Kapish: And taking days to get it.
Mr. Baldis: If you put it on the fountain right now you will see that only three of the cameras are working. I check it every morning. Camera 3 has been out for three days
now.
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Mr. Kapish: That is unacceptable.
Mr. Carney: What opportunities do we have moving forward covering our entrances?
Mr. Kapish: You mean the entrances off of Sample and Wiles?
Mr. Carney: Yes into Turtle Run. What opportunities do we have there? Mr. Kapish: Marc that would be a good question.
Mr. Jaro: Well in order to do that we need power and then we need to get that signal back to something that records.
Mr. Carney: We have power.
Mr. Jaro: You have the holiday lights and everything so you either have to create a mesh network so basically antennas go from one pole to the next pole to where this recording equipment is by the lake or if you have an internet service or if whoever is bringing internet you can actually trench fiber across. You would have to bring your own service. That is how they do them in big facilities. If you needed to get a camera from Sample Road and Turtle Run Boulevard you would have to have either another set up like you have here with the equipment in the box over there that could be tied to the internet or you would have to bring that signal all the way back to the home base.
Mr. Kapish: So you could just duplicate the equipment that you have here there?
Mr. Jaro: Yes, with internet and everything else.
Mr. Carney: It makes sense if you tie it all together.
Mr. Jaro: Right that is the goal. If you go with the right software meaning the recorder you can then tie that all together into one single seamless view as well.
Mr. Carney: Can you run this through a Wi-Fi system?
Mr. Jaro: it will be Wi-Fi that is the mesh network. Point to point. What mesh is basically you can't do line of sight. Wireless signals don't go through trees, don't go through buildings. They are a lower frequency so you would have to go from one pole to the pole past the Grove. Then from the Grove you would go to the next pole. It can be done and it has been done.  They do that on golf courses.  They do that on public
campuses but they go building to building.  But in your community where you guys live
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in the middle you would need power there.   Skip it is definitely possible  and the big picture is yes it can be tied in.
Mr. Carney: Wireless is the only way to go.
Mr. Jaro: Right but then you need power for every pole which you said you have but may have to be modified.  It can be done.
Mr. Carney: That makes more sense than having cameras watch some kid throw soap in the fountain.
Mr. Jaro:  Absolutely the bigger picture is definitely there.
Mr. Kapish: I can see what the locations may be like the main entrance and at the other I think would be under the powerlines.
Mr. Carney: You catch people coming and going so then you have an idea who has been doing what in the neighboring areas.
Mr. Jaro: In order to do what other cities do if you are able to do it is you put license plate capture cameras by the main entrances where your main roadway is. Then from there you would be able to have better information that you can use at a later date. That could be the bigger picture. You could definitely start here with the right system that allows you to grow.
Mr. Kapish: What is the cost of the license plate capture camera?
Mr. Jaro: Those cameras can vary. I don't have a price on those right now because we were just looking at the low light cameras. The license plate cameras are different types of cameras that typically work up to 40 mph. That typically would be going not this way but probably going this way because even if you have a camera here you are only capturing the cars that are coming in from this area. It is not the perfect capture point. It can be done but it is not going to be a high accuracy versus cars coming straight down the street that you can know that you are getting the license plate every time.
Mr. Kapish: Ok, well so you don't have to be five feet off the sidewalk then.
Mr. Jaro: No, you can definitely be a little further. They do make license plate capture cameras to zoom in a little further.
Mr. Kapish:  As long as there is no obstruction.
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Mr. Jaro: Right. Also you have an angle. You can't be at a 90 degree angle, you have to be 20 to 30 degrees max. Once again I am standing here and trying to get a license plate, here you are not going to see it. You would have to be further back.
Mr. Kapish: When you set up the camera that looks back this way towards Hidden
Lake, that could possibly be set up to do that, is that what you are saying?
Mr. Jaro: Yes, you just have to be aware of the landscaping.
There is definitely a
lot of possibilities here but right now focus on taking your existing infrastructure and covering what you have today and looking at the high end and looking at the low end but not necessarily going with the low end because the camera has to be a better camera in order to get the right picture. This information I sent to Dennis and all these links are downloadable but these files are humungous.
Mr. Baldis: I couldn't download them.  They are huge.
Mr. Jaro: They can fit on a memory stick but you also need to have a good laptop to play them.   Any other questions?
Mr. Kapish: How about anybody have any ideas of what direction you want Marc to go.  So far I think he has done a great job.
Mr. Carney: The problem we have had in the past is getting city approval at these entrances.  Would that be an obstacle or is that a possibility?
Mr. Morgan: It is on our property.
Mr. Kapish: If it is on our property it is not an issue. I guess Marc you would have to test that wouldn't you?
Mr. Jaro: The angle would definitely be there. If we are getting closer to the median or on the median, the issue now is you are so far away that it is a hard capture. You are only going to capture in certain directions.
Mr. Kapish: Yes, but can they do a set up where they do a sample so that we can see what the tag would look like if we were to go in that direction.
Mr. Jaro:  Right.
Mr. Morgan: Can we use our existing infrastructure as far as the poles that we currently have Marc so that we don't have to bring them closer?
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Mr. Jara:  They are within a foot of the current cameras? Mr. Morgan:  Can we use the current infrastructure?
Mr. Jara: They do make cameras that you can zoom in for the license plate camera but once again where those poles are the capture points are only like maybe 2 or 3 points meaning you can look towards Hidden Lake for one. You can look towards the middle of the circle and then from the one that is closer to the park you can look that way as well but you are still missing the majority of the cars that are coming through.
Mr. Morgan: The cameras that you showed tonight you are anticipating to be on our existing poles?
Mr. Jara: Yes, on your  existing poles  or adding cameras to face the  opposite direction because right now you don't have anything facing Hidden Lake or the Estates.
Mr. Morgan: One from each pole facing the fountain and that area and one going down this way.
Mr. Jaro: Also covering the walkway between the two areas. That will give you additional coverage from what you have today.
Mr. Morgan:  I would have depending on the cost and all that I would have to know the importance  of the tag reader.   I have them low and between the curb and sidewalk we have a beautiful area out there, I would have to know the importance and what are we trying to accomplish by having cameras to do the City of the Coral Springs work for them.  We have had one or two instances of vandalism in the last few years that I know about.   That had to do with soaping the fountain on Halloween was the last act of vandalism.  Kids go over there and remove our nozzles which arguably is not a crime.
Mr. Kapish: The problem is what they do with that is on a regular basis. That is an issue that you want to make sure that because what happens if on one of those days the kid breaks it and it cost us $1,000 or $1,500.
Mr. Morgan: Cameras are good for apprehension and maybe some deterrent. As you know thousands of houses get broken into a day with cameras. It is good for apprehension and maybe deterrent. My question was I want to know the importance of
the tag reader.  We want to protect what is ours.  People are out there removing nozzles,
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they soaped our fountain, one time they spray painted our fountain. I do know of a lady
maybe shot at one time about five, six or ten years ago.
Maybe if we had some tag
readers, maybe that would have helped the City of Coral Springs. I don't know. I would have to say I would have to find out price, what is the value, what is the scope that we are hoping to get accomplished by that. I like what I see tonight, the extra vision. Our problem is individual people going up and causing us problems. I can't really give a hoot about solving Coral Springs tag issue.
Mr. Kapish: I understand that.
Mr. Jaro: The only limitation really is if you are putting tag readers up where you have existing infrastructure, you are only getting a partial image.
Mr. Morgan: You would have to put another low pole in.
Mr. Jaro: Most license plate cameras in communities are by the guard house. The ones that are license plate cameras that are at Sunpass, they are up high. Those are very expensive cameras that are able to get license plates. You are not looking to make that type of investment for your community. The question is could you get license plates for these, sure if vehicles slow down enough you may capture some but you are not getting everyone that is driving by. I do understand the point too. You want to stop crimes but this is kind of like the city center where the fountain is where people are walking. There are other areas that you may want to cover later on. Then you would have to make another pod like this.
Mr. Kapish: The pod that I think that would be most helpful is the pathway underneath the powerlines.
Mr. Jaro: It is definitely possible. Like everything else here what we are trying to do here is take your existing infrastructure and upgrade it and give you the right image that you should have.
Mr. Morgan: I am really impressed with that 4K.
Mr. Kapish: Say you put another pod someplace else besides the camera, what is the cost?
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Mr. Jaro: The poles are a few hundred dollars. You are probably talking a $3,000 to $5,000 per pod with the DVR, with the power and with the equipment and maybe one or two overview cameras. You still have to bring internet there as well unless you do some wireless point to point meaning that if that is an area that can receive a signal from where the existing equipment is then you can do these wireless links. A lot of it has to be point to point.
Mr. Kapish: If you are talking about from here to over here.
Mr. Jaro: it will be able to get from here to here and then from here you can go to here. You would have to have something there to get to over there.
Mr. Kapish:  A pole?
Mr. Jaro: A pole with an antenna that has power. Mr. Kapish: Ok.
Mr. Baldis: Kind of like what they are doing when AT&T put those poles every so
often.
Mr. Jaro: I know that you can't attach to FPL poles. You just have to think for anything wireless it has to be point to point. You could make possible pods.  If you were to do Turtle Run Boulevard you truly have to have, you don't have a line of sight so from here you would have to go to here and so on and so forth.
Mr. Kapish: I am not looking to do that but it certainly, if something could be done
or if you could just duplicate the pod over there which would probably be easier
have electric out there.
we
Mr. Jaro: The other question is can AT&T or whoever is coming in bring internet there as well.
Mr. Kapish: I think you could. You just pull it right off the Boulevard.
Mr. Jaro: There is definitely options. That is part of the bigger picture. Your future plans. Anything that I am doing I am not doing as a one stop. Everything here can be expanded upon and you can grow with it.
Mr. Kapish: Unless anybody has any other ideas, I think that we are shooting in
the right direction so far.
Second thing is if you can look into expanding if we put a
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camera someplace else that we deem important. Does anybody have any ideas of what would be important, the main entrance, the Passive Park? Those are two ideas I have that could be important to put cameras. The main entrance, even once they see the camera that might be a deterrent on corning through that way too.
Mr. Carney: Typically, you probably know better than anybody if someone is in a hurry to get out, they are not looking for cameras.
Mr. Kapish:  Yes,   the Passive Park I think would be a good place.
Mr. Jaro: Especially if you do have cameras you can put up a sign that says under video surveillance, sometimes people may think twice.
Mr. Kapish: Are you required to do that? I don't think you are. Mr. Morgan: No, we own the property.
Ms. Karnegis: If it is on your property there may be some other issues that we have to look at.
Mr. Morgan: You mean as far as recording audio? Mr. Jaro: We are not doing audio at this time.
Ms. Karnegis: Ok so it would just be video.
Mr. Morgan: Florida is a two party state for audio however there is an exception to that. You have to have a reasonable expectation of privacy before the two party rule kicks in. That is the law.
Mr. Jaro: So certain guardhouses, they are probably breaking the rule by saying they are recording you. Certain guardhouses say they are recording audio and video when you come up to visit a community.
Mr. Morgan: They probably have to because there is no reasonable expectation of you going to make contact at somebody's property at the guard but probably as a courtesy, officers now go up as a courtesy. I can direct somebody as an officer, I can direct you to call another person and I can tape record the phone call as an Officer, but if I was to do it myself to you I would have to notify you.
Mr. Jaro:  My quick plan here is I am looking to get pricing from Innuvo for this,
also working with about two or three other vendors to get additional pricing on other
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equipment which I will try to get those vendors to do a demo as well so that we can have that.
Mr. Morgan: Here is what I think we need, we need your expertise and you need to tell the Board once we give you our vision what we need. If you think the Sony cameras are the best money and the best bang for the buck on what we are trying to accomplish, that is what we are paying you for as the consultant. When we signed up with what we have now I think we all kind of agreed that was pretty good. I don't know if you were on the Board then Zaida but we all thought that was a pretty good system we had. How would you rate that system if you were here? Would you have sold us that system? How would you rate that system that we have now?
Mr. Jaro: The system at that time probably gives you your overall but seeing what the needs are for night, it doesn't give you the full picture that you are looking at. The way that they are doing it they put a lot of equipment.
Mr. Kapish: It is also outdated.
Mr. Jaro: What they did for infrastructure-wise, they did a good job. They did great wiring and it is all clean. We can definitely reuse the infrastructure. We are not pulling new wires except for the new cameras but like everything else, did it meet the goal at the time. The overview yes, but as time went on you are like, we need to see more. I am starting out with the premise of we need to see at night. We need to be in color and we need to see the person in that area.
Mr. Morgan: I like those cameras that you showed.
Mr. Jaro: I am also trying to make sure the justification of once I get pricing and of course working with the vendor to make sure that it is the best possible price to do the
job.
I am looking at alternatives.   I want to make sure that the everyday commercial
grade camera can do the job. We will have to see.  Thank you for your time.
Mr. Baldis: Thanks Marc.
Mr. Kapish:  Ok we are going to move onto number 5.
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FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Update  and  Discussion  of
Projects for the Bonds
from  SEC for Electric  Plans for Turtle  Run
A. Consideration  of  Proposal
Boulevard and Sample Road Entrance Flag Poles
Mr. Kapish: Consideration of a proposal from SEC for electrical plans for Turtle Run Boulevard and Sample Road entrance flag poles.
Mr. Zuccaro: I submitted that last time we were here. Itis a total of $3,000 for the
design. I think another $1)70, I think it was for construction fee services  I submitted at the last meeting when we were here.
\
Mr. Morgan:  I think we voted on it didn't we?
Mr. Baldis: No, he was going to bring it back. We were going to decide whether he was going to do it or whether we were going to do it. I think that is the issue, not whether Keith & Schnars is going to hire them as a sub, not the Board hiring them directly. If they are going to hire them directly, we really don't need to know anything other than that. That is where we were at with it.
Mr. Kapish: Ok which way are we going to pursue that?  Are they just going to hire them directly?
Mr. Baldis: That is up to you. I thought that was the direction you were thinking about last meeting.
Mr. Kapish: Then we would just be dealing with Keith & Schnars.
Mr. Baldis:	Correct and they would pass through as their consultant or sub contractor.
Mr. Kapish: Is that fine with everyone to do it that way?  I don't know if we need to get involved with subcontractors.
Mr. Morgan:  Then they can hold them accountable.
Mr. Kapish: It just makes it easier for the Board to do it that way.   Are you ok with
that?
Ms. Karnegis:  Yes.
Mr. Kapish: Do we need to make a motion to that or when the bill comes in from you guys?
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Mr. Baldis:  I don't think you need to make a motion.
Ms. Steinerts: I think whenever you will need a task order to be approved at some point and brought forward.
Mr. Kapish:  Do you have a task order for that?
Mr. Zuccaro: I have a sub consultant agreement that we are putting together. I will get that. His proposal will be attached but it is a sub consultant agreement between our firm and his. Scope of work is all defined in his proposal.
Mr. Kapish: Ok that is fine. What is the update on our projects?
Mr. Zuccaro: We had the third pre-bid meeting today on the entry walls with the fountains. As you all recall the first two that we had the first time we only had one response. The next time we had two and the first one didn't show up. Then we decided to go out again. There was one new one that showed up today, Ansco. The bids are not due on the 8th of March. They have till the 22nd of this month to ask any questions of the architect. Everything is going to be funneled through Tamara Peacock's office. They did the lion's share of the drawings. There were 55 sheets of drawings. We just did the site civil work. All the other components are all architectural drawings. We should be on track for that. If you all recall the last time that we met it was brought up by the contractors that they would like to see soil borings to see what the fountains would be bedding on. They had concerns that it could be muck backfill. We arranged for a geo tech to contract directly with you Dennis and they said today that they couldn't be out till the 8th of March. I sent an email to see if they could do it earlier because the bids are due on the 8th. If they don't get out there till then we are going to have to push the bid due date back. I am waiting to hear in that regard.
Mr. Baldis: If they are doing the samples and everybody is getting the same information, how is that going to affect their bid differently?
Mr. Zuccaro: It depends on the results of what the samples are. There will be a recommendation in there of what they put on the foundation if they have to back fill it with lime rock or whatever.  Itis up to each contractor.
Mr. Baldis: Ok I understand.
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Mr. Zuccaro: So that is that project. The Estates wall, the contractor picked up the permit last week. We are scheduling a pre-construction conference with them. We are going to try and do it this Thursday and get started on that. We have to wait for the owner to get back PHI owner to confirm if he can make it on Thursday. If not, we will probably schedule it for next Monday. Tentatively it is scheduled for Thursday, haven't set a time yet.
Mr. Kapish: The permit is in the city or did they get the permit? Mr. Zuccaro: They got the permit. They picked it up last week. Mr. Baldis: All the comments were addressed.
Mr. Kapish:  So we are ready to start construction. Mr. Baldis: Yes.
Mr. Kapish: That will be great. If that gets one, that will be great.
Mr. Zuccaro: A couple other issues on the other entry wall projects. There was that one wall up on Tortoise Way/ Wiles. The northwest corner, that intersection we approached the city about getting the easement for that. They are going to work with us on that. We have to reach out to the parks director and get the procedure of how to go through that,. Jonathan is doing that. So that is in the process.  Regarding the other project Creekside. There was that intersection where all the accidents are, the city is still waiting to get the official documentation from Broward County but it seems like they are leaning on just allowing a right turn only on Creekside, eliminating the left and through movement across.
Mr. Baldis: How long does it normally take for them to get comments back?
Mr. Zuccaro: The county takes a long time. All these agencies move slowly. It is really hard to say.  On those three projects that were approved, Dennis I think we were at the city commission meeting the other night.
Mr. Baldis: Yes, in the morning.
Mr. Zuccaro: They approved that. We are just waiting on getting the license agreement.
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Mr. Baldis: It is signed. Paul sent it to Jonathan. I am picking up the hard copy
tomorrow morning.
Mr. Zuccaro:
That opens the door. Now we can submit 100% drawings for
permits. We will be doing that.
Mr. Baldis: That is the roadways and the flag poles.
Mr. Zuccaro: All three of them were put into one license agreement.
Mr. Kapish: The roadway Terrapin has already been approved right, from the city?
Mr. Zuccaro: The traffic  review.
department and do the 100% drawings.
Now we have to go through the building
Mr. Kapish: Ok because we really need to get that going. We have poles waiting to go in. Terrapin Lane needs to be a priority.
Mr. Zuccaro: We are going to be submitting all three of them as soon as he gets that paperwork  tomorrow.
Mr. Baldis: Jonathan has it. I was told that he was emailing to him and I was to pick up the hard copy.
Mr. Zuccaro: He told me before he lef t today that he was waiting on it. Mr. Baldis: I got a voicemail from Paul Carpenter.
Mr. Zuccaro: So we will submit those 100% drawings for permits tomorrow. On those three projects we sent plans out to seven different contractors. We got one bid back so far or one quote from Sanford and it was over $300,000.
Mr. Kapish: For Terrapin Lane?
Mr. Zuccaro: There are three separate projects. One of them was over $300,000. I don't know which one.
Mr. Baldis:  He only has one in.  I think he needs to wait to get more in.
Mr. Zuccaro: We will get competitive bids and see what happens. We only have one so far.  We are going to follow-up on them tomorrow, make calls.
Mr.  Kapish:  I would  imagine  that  Terrapin  Lane  would  be  one  of  the more
expensive ones.  That is the most work.
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Mr. Zuccaro: I believe that is it. Chris, I think you said you were going to get me the name and phone number for this gentlemen on the wall on the west side. We are going to go out and stake that out with the concern that he had.
Mr. Kapish: Yes, I will give it to you after the meeting.
Mr. Zuccaro: One of the homeowners had a concern. I guess he physically wants to see on the ground it staked out where the wall is so he can see physically see how it is going to impact his property. Our surveyors are going to be going out there Wednesday to do that. Chris asked me if we could call the guy ahead of time and let him know when we are coming.
Mr. Kapish:  He is actually pursuing it. Mr. Baldis: Which lot is that?
Mr. Kapish: Collazo. The School Board just has to give you an update Bob, I have collected all the petitions except for two homes. The one home seems like I have gone there and can never catch them home. Then there is another home I don't know Zaida.
Ms. Karnegis: I went again and they are not home. The only time he is home is when I am leaving.  I see him sometimes walking his dog.  At 6:15 he comes out.
Mr. Kapish: I think they were around Sunday I saw cars in the driveway but I couldn't get over there to do that.
Ms. Karnegis: The one next to them. Ok so both of them are together. I went with you that day with that one, the same one?
Mr. Kapish: The one on the right. I don't know. They are usually home in the evening. I know the husband is usually there in the evening. Might be just a matter of contact with them. I lef t the material and maybe they are still holding it. I imagine Dennis you have extras.
Mr. Baldis: I can print up whatever you need.
Mr. Kapish: For the most I think except for the house that is the rental but for the most part we are in good shape as far as everybody else goes. Everybody else received the paperwork and they are working on it. The last time we talked to Mrs. Carlson there
weren't any problems.
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Mr. Baldis: She sent me another text on the weekend. She is on top of it. The process going through the bank and making sure everybody signed in the right spot. She is on top of it. She wants it.
Mr. Kapish: Alright good. That is it. Any questions for Bob? Ok we will move on.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINES
Consideration	of
Amendment
Agreement
to
Engineering
Regarding
Keith
&
Schnars
Merging with KCI
Consideration of the amendment to the engineering agreement
Mr. Kapish:
regarding Keith & Schnars merging with KCI.  I know this was brought up last meeting and I guess it was put on the agenda for this meeting.
Mr. Zuccaro: The way it was left off was Errol said at the last meeting that they
were in the process  of  getting the paperwork.
submitting that to you.
I assume that they were probably
Ms. Steinerts: We have not received anything.
Mr. Zuccaro: I will follow-up on that and find out where it is.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Approval
of
Agreement
with Aquatic Systems, Inc.
Mr. Kapish:  Approval of the agreement with Aquatic Systems, Inc.
Mr. Baldis: That is an automatic renewal. Itis just on there because the year is up.
I am very happy with the company. I don't see any reason to make a change.
Mr. Kapish:  Has it been a year? Mr. Baldis: It sure has.  Time flies.
Mr. Kapish: Number 8 is our staff reports.
Staff Reports
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Attorney
Ms. Steinerts: I have nothing to report unless the Board has any questions.
Mr. Kapish: Anybody have anything?
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B. Engineer - Approval of Change Orders
Mr. Kapish:  Engineer I guess approval of any change orders.
Mr. Zuccaro: No pending change orders.
	Field Manager
	Manager

Mr. Baldis: I only have one thing. I wanted to give you an update on FEMA. I made three claims with FEMA. The first one we get 100% of that was for tree staking in the first pass through. The second claim we get 90% on and that is for debris pickup. I made a third claim and put the pressure cleaning in. A portion of it for $17,000 and they are still reviewing the first and second one but we did receive a check for $44,843. 100% for the first one from FEMA. I am real happy about that. We just got it. We are like the first ones to be getting a check. The second one is being processed. The third one I am keeping fingers crossed because it is the pressure cleaning.  I am hoping.
The second one, the price was $31,162 and we get 90% of that. That is $28,046. I am fairly positive we are going to get the $28,046 and I am hoping we get the $17,000 for the pressure cleaning. We will see. I was shocked when it came in. I was like oh my gosh, we finally got it. It has been very challenging to deal with FEMA. Certain members of the FEMA team were questioning whether CDD's are actually eligible which is like crazy but that is just another story.  That is all I have. Everything else was covered.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. As far as the flag poles go, do we have a price or a vendor that is going to supply those flag poles?,
Mr. Baldis: Yes. It was $19,000 for each site. Itis $19,000 for the flag poles. Bob got the signs, the contractors. I can contact the flag company and tell them when we are ready to go to come and install the flag poles.
Mr. Morgan: You said each site.
Mr. Baldis: We have two sites. We have Turtle Creek and Sample, then we have Turtle Creek and 441. They gave me a price for both those sites at the time. We are only doing the one.   So it is $19,000.
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Mr. Morgan: That is Turtle Creek and Sample. Mr. Baldis: Correct. Three poles.
Mr. Morgan:  That is with the brick pavers and the lights? Mr. Baldis: Well the other people are doing that.
Mr. Kapish: Also that light pole was out.  Did Bob from Rohl did he?
Mr. Baldis: I spoke to him last week when you told me. Evidently the electrician didn't come over. He is actually in Arizona. I spoke to him this morning. I went over and put the lights on. I put a ribbon on it. Called him and told him he didn't fix it. He was going to call him. I adjusted the time on that clock  It was off.
Mr. Kapish: About half hour or so.
Mr. Baldis: That is an intermatic clock. That is going to happen occasionally. Mr. Kapish: Weren't they supposed to put the sensors on in it?
Mr. Baldis: That hasn't taken place. We need to figure out how we want to do that.
I don't particularly care for the intermatic clock.  They are not that reliable to me.
Mr. Kapish: They are not.
Mr. Baldis:  We should look into changing those out.
Mr. Kapish: What about Mainnor with the signs?	Have you spoken to him recently?  Any updates on that?
Mr. Baldis: I have no updates with Mainnor right now.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. Did Coral Springs, did they strip the turn into the park?
Mr. Baldis: They were out there today. I am not sure if that is what they were doing. As of Friday it wasn't done.
Mr. Kapish: Here is something else. I don't know Bob if you know about this. I just noticed this yesterday. I was driving down Turtle Run Boulevard where the new section was done by the school and as you pass the school you come towards the crosswalk. There is some stripping in there that looks like it was pulled up and re stripped. You can see the roadway where the roadway was damaged.
Mr. Baldis: Oh yeah.
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Mr. Kapish: If you get right in this section from the school, this section here was re-stripped. I think that you should have known or somebody should be telling you what is going on. Strips were pulled off the asphalt. The asphalt is like damaged or discolored. They were re-stripped for some strange reason. It was kind of weird.
Mr. Zuccaro: Usually they will put temporary stripping and then they will do it. Mr. Kapish: No this is all permanent stripping that was done.
Mr. Zuccaro: We will go out and look at that.
Mr. Kapish: I don't know who would have done that without consulting you. Mr. Zuccaro: Yes, that doesn't make sense.
Mr. Kapish: Of the bike stripping we kind of talked about this last time of taking that bike stripping with the little bike symbol, taking it down towards Sample so people are not just running over into the bike lane so it is identified as a bike lane so people don't have that tendency of stopping in the middle of the road and blocking it.
Mr. Zuccaro: I will check into that.
Mr. Kapish: Anybody have anything else for Dennis?
Mr. Morgan: Dennis anymore word on that intersection?  Are they putting more traffic control devices there at Creekside and Turtle Creek?
Mr. Baldis: They city got verbal comments from the county but nothing in writing. They need to get them in writing. I made a note to call Paul because we are going to start these roadway projects and see if he can push to get those comments so we can do a change order sooner than later.
Mr. Morgan: Ok
Mr. Baldis: I can't wait for that to happen. That is frightening there.
Mr. Zuccaro: Lance I think I mentioned earlier what he was told me was that they were just going to have right turn only on Creekside, strip it out where it needs to be done.  No left turn and no through lane, it will only be right only.
Mr. Morgan: Nice.
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Mr. Baldis: Is that something that you would like Keith & Schnars to do now to work on that so when he gets the notes they have something right away to say is this ok for your review.
Mr. Kapish: Yes.
Mr. Baldis: Then we are ahead and a little closer to getting it done.
I am  going
to talk to Paul and tell him we are doing this and if we have some type of thing that this is what we want to do. Get their comments in writing, stamp it and go. That way it would speed it up a little.
Mr. Kapish: That is true. Also the benches that we were talking about with the logo on the back We need to obviously, we want to get a date even if you are going to order all that, order it all together. I know what the benches look like, I just haven't seen a picture of it with the logo.  Mainnor working on that logo?
Mr. Baldis: Mainnor is going to get the artwork yes. Mr. Kapish: Ok
Mr. Baldis: I will get that. I will take care of that with him and touch base with him tomorrow.
Mr. Kapish: Also over on the passive park over here, this area here by the Grove where this new pipe was put through, all the pavers have sunk and created a puddle. It is about three feet by three feet. The pavers need to be pulled up and restacked. Actually today when I came home at the main entrance there was a brick sticking up. We really need to do something about that. It needs to be addressed. We can't keep shoving it off anymore. We need to talk to Brick America or US Brick and Block whoever. We need to get that going.
Mr. Baldis: Ok
Mr. Kapish: Maybe next meeting we can have some pricing for it. Mr. Baldis: I think I am going to ask them to come.
Mr. Kapish: Or that too.
That needs to get done.  We can't keep patching that
road.
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Mr. Baldis: I would like them to come because we have the issue with the money they already have and the attorney is going to have to, I think that needs to be done on the record here, not out in the field. I will put a call in.
Mr. Kapish: So at the next meeting try and have that done.
Mr. Baldis: Ok.
NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Kapish:  Supervisor requests. Mr. Carney: Nothing thank you. Mr. Kapish:  Zaida?
Ms. Karnegis: Nothing.
Mr. Kapish:  Lance do you have anything?
Mr. Morgan: Nothing else.
Supervisor Requests
Mr. Kapish:  I don't have anything else.
Just need a motion to adjourn.
TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
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On MOTION by Mr. Carney seconded by Mr. Morgan with all in f	r the meeting was adjourned.





